Wilson Electronics saves
near $55K in enterprise SAN
storage costs by deploying
a high availability (HA) cluster
powered by StarWind vSAN
About the Company
Wilson Electronics is an American
leading manufacturer of cellular
signal booster technology located

Problem
Before StarWind Virtual SAN (vSAN) deployment, remote oﬃce
datacenters of Wilson Electronics had no virtual infrastructure

in Utah. The company develops

redundancy. Buying a SAN storage device was not aﬀordable due

devices for all environments that

to budgetary constraints. Intending to achieve redundancy, the company

amplify 3G, 4G, and 5G signals,

looked at Microsoft Storage Spaces Direct (S2D), but it fell short in many

providing better coverage
for the client's house, vehicle,
or company.

Company Proﬁle
Telecommunications

Contact Person
IT Manager

Problem
The company needed virtual shared
storage to achieve redundancy

aspects, including disk redundancy options.

Solution
Wilson Electronics has chosen StarWind vSAN as it is far more ﬂexible
than any other product in the virtualization market, runs on any hardware,
and allows for any underlying redundancy conﬁguration according
to the company's needs. StarWind allowed Wilson Electronics to build
fully redundant Hyper-V clusters at its remote sites with the budgetary
constraints they were under. StarWind vSAN is completely reliable and
runs fast ensuring ﬂawless operation of both company's datacenters.

in its remote datacenters.

There has not been one requirement vSAN has not met. In addition,

Solution

an hour and being extremely thorough. At the very least, Wilson

With StarWind vSAN, the company

StarWind Support Team is the best in the business responding within
Electronics saved $50,000 in enterprise SAN storage costs when

built fully redundant Hyper-V

deploying StarWind vSAN. When the company opens future remote

clusters without spending a fortune

oﬃces, it will be leveraging StarWind vSAN once more to build fully

on SAN storage devices.

redundant virtual infrastructure.

StarWind vSAN is by far the most superior virtual SAN
technology on the market. Speeds are fantastic, features and
reliability are on par with enterprise SAN storage devices.

IT Manager, Wilson Electronics
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